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Springer-Verlag Berlin and Heidelberg GmbH & Co. K. Paperback. Condition: New. 345 pages.
Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.The field of biologically inspired computation has coexisted with
mainstream computing since the 1930s, and the pioneers in this area include Warren McCulloch,
Walter Pitts, Robert Rosen, Otto Schmitt, Alan Turing, John von Neumann and Norbert Wiener.
Ideas arising out of studies of biology have permeated algorithmics, automata theory, artificial
intelligence, graphics, information systems and software design. Within this context, the
biomolecular, cellular and tissue levels of biological organisation have had a considerable
inspirational impact on the development of computational ideas. Such innovations include neural
computing, systolic arrays, genetic and immune algorithms, cellular automata, artificial tissues,
DNA computing and protein memories. With the rapid growth in biological knowledge there remains
a vast source of ideas yet to be tapped. This includes developments associated with biomolecular,
genomic, enzymic, metabolic, signalling and developmental systems and the various impacts on
distributed, adaptive, hybrid and emergent computation. This multidisciplinary book brings
together a collection of chapters by biologists, computer scientists, engineers and mathematicians
who were drawn together to examine the ways in which the interdisciplinary displacement of
concepts and ideas could develop new insights into emerging...
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The very best publication i at any time read through. I actually have go through and i am confident that i am going to planning to read through once more
once more down the road. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Emie Wuckert-- Emie Wuckert

This type of publication is almost everything and helped me looking forward and much more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then
never. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Prof. Buddy Leuschke-- Prof. Buddy Leuschke
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